Path integral methods for simulating the structure, thermodynamic properties, and time-dependent response of simple quantum systems are reviewed. These methods are used to simulate the structure of an excess electron in a helium bath.
INTRODUCTION
Feynman's path integral formulation of quantum statistical mechanics (1) makes possible the computer simulation of quantum many-body systems of chemical and physical interest. is the Euclidian action corresponding to the path x(z) in Euclidean (or imaginary) time z; H[x(z)] is the path dependence of the Hamiltonian;
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~ Dx(r) ['-'] represents an integration over all paths starting at x(0)= x~ and ending at x(fih)= Xl. In the discrete path representation the Euclidean time r is discretized in units e = flh/P where P is an integer and the continuous path x(r) is approximated by straight-line paths between neighboring Euclidean times. This allows (1.1) to be expressed as { mP ~e/2 QP=\2~J f'"f dXl'""dxee ~eP(xl ..... xe;~) (1.3) where x, = x(tBh/P), x, + e = xt, and Since (1.3) is equivalent to the classical configurational partition function of P classical particles with potential q~p, the quantum system is said to be isomorphic to a classical P particle cyclic chain polymer in which each particle t interacts with its neighbors t-1 and t+ 1 through a harmonic potential with force constant mP/hZfl 2, and each particle t experiences the potential V(x,)/P. Clearly Qp is an approximation to the true Q. It is easy to prove that Qp > Q and Q = limp ~ ~ Qp. In path integral simulations one empirically determines and uses that P beyond which the thermodynamic properties do not effectively change. Clearly the lower the temperature the larger P must be.
The classical isomorphism can be simulated by Monte Carlo techniques. ~3) This method has already been applied to the study of quantum effects on liquid structure. For example, Thirumalai et al. used pathintegral Monte Carlo (PIMC) to simulate liquid neon; ~4) later Wallqvist and Berne used PIMC to simulate quantum effects on the structure of oligomers of water and on liquid water~5 ( Bartholomew et al. ~6) have studied an excess electron in a fluid of He atoms; Wallqvist et al. have studied an excess electron in water clusters ~7) (also see the poster presented by D. Thirumalai in this conference) and in liquid water~7~; Rossky ~8~ has studied liquid water; and Sprik et al. ~9) have studied an excess electron in a hard sphere fluid. An alternative approach is to use molecular dynamics to evaluate path integrals (see below) as was done by Parinello and Rahman ~1~ to simulate an excess electron in a fused salt and recently by Rossky et is the classical isomorphic configurational distribution function and where 
does not suffer from these problems. Bartholomew and Berne (13) have shown that similar problems arise in the simulation of a quantum mechanical lattice theory at fixed volume and temperature. The question of convergence must be addressed. It is important to realize that different properties converge differently as P is varied. For example, for a harmonic oscillator the Helmholtz free energy converges much more rapidly with P than does the internal energy.
Equation (1) There is one major problem with this approach. Hall and Berne ~14) have shown that for large P the Hamiltonian system will be in the KAM regime and the dynamical system will very likely be nonergodic. These authors suggest the following method for circumventing this problem. A classical trajectory is generated for a number of classical time steps after which new momenta are sampled from the Maxwell distribution. This ensures the sampling of all important regions of phase space.
It is important to recognize that the classical trajectories have nothing to do with the real dynamics of a quantum system. The dynamics in this isomorphic system simply provide a simple algorithm for simulating the equilibrium properties of the system. How then can one simulate the real time dynamics of a quantum system? This is a very difficult problem. We have made some progress toward the goal of determining two-point timecorrelation functions using Monte Carlo methodsJ jS-~v) This makes possible the determination of spectral line shapes and transport properties in condensed systems.
In this lecture I will outline two methods for simulating the real time decay of two-point time-correlation functions, omitting details. The interested reader should consult the references. I will also present one of many equilibrium studies made by my group, namely, that of a single excess electon dissolved in an He fluid of the atoms with which it interacts through a pseudopotential. It is shown that at low fluid densities the elec-tron is delocalized whereas at high fluid densities it is localized in a bubblelike state.
TIME-CORRELATION FUNCTIONS IN QUANTUM SYSTEMS
Time-correlation functions play a central role in the theory of dynamic processes in many-body systems. (18' 19) Transport properties, chemical reaction rate constants, spectroscopic line shapes, and neutron and light scattering spectra can all be related to well-defined time-correlation functions. In classical many-body systems, Hamiltonian dynamics or stochastic dynamics provide a basis for simulating time-correlation functions. Unfortunately, the calculation of these functions in quantum systems is a formidable problem. In this paper we present a method for calculating timecorrelation functions in quantum and mixed quantum classical systems based on path integral Monte Carlo techniques.
Equilibrium properties of the quantum system can be obtained by solving the equivalent classical problem using standard numerical techniques (e.g., Monte Carlo and MD) as reviewed above. This formulation of the density matrix, which tacitly assumes that paths that result from exchanging two or more particles can be ignored, has now been successfully applied to the calculation of the equilibrium properties of several systems. Extending this procedure to calculate time-correlation functions necessitates inclusion of paths with weights that are nonpositive in character. This arises because in the expression for time-correlation functions both imaginary (thermal) times and real times are simulataneously present. Direct application of Monte Carlo leads to large fluctuations and thereby to very inaccurate results. We have suggested two different methods for circumventing this problem. (15) (16) (17) In one method one defines a symmetrized time correlation that lends itself to direct PIMC or PIMD simulation. (16' 17) In the second method we simulate the system using imaginary-time propagators only, and the real-time behavior can then be inferred by analytic continuation. (15) This is very similar to the analytic continuation used to determine properties of real-time Green's functions in N-body quantum systems from the knowledge of the corresponding imaginary-time (finite temperature) Green's functions. (2~ It is well-known from linear response theory that the response of a system to a weak external field can be expressed in terms of a timecorrelation function of a dynamical property of the system. (18'9) For example, the infrared absorption spectra is explicable in terms of the dipole~tipole correlation function, and the translational diffusion coefficient is related to the velocity autocorrelation function, etc. In this section we provide a general method to calculate the autocorrelation function 822/43/5-6-13
(A(t)A(O))
where A can, in principle, be any quantum mechanical operator representing the N-body system. To be specific, let us consider a many-body system consisting of N particles. The Hamiltonian for the system is taken to be
where Pi is the momentum of the ith particle, U({ri}) is the potential of interaction between the N particles, and {ri} denotes the collection of all the coordinates of the many-body system.
Consider the two functions and
where t is the Minkowski (real) time and ~ = (ill2 -it/h) is a complex time.
It is easily shown (16) that GAB(oo)=exp(-flhco/2)CAB(O0) SO that CAB(t)'
can be obtained from GAB(t) by Fourier inversion. If A and B are positiondependent operators, then in the coordinate representation
so that we need only determine the Green's operator (xl e -m Ix'). Only for autocorrelation functions is GAA(t) an even real function of time. In a previous paper (21) we showed how such operators can be evaluated using numerical matrix multiplication together with the short time approximations.
As an example, we calculate the diple~dipole correlation function of a proton moving in a bistable potential (see Ref. 16) . It is important to note that we are implicitly treating all bound states. This models a proton tunneling in H202 at a temperature of 10 K. For the dipole operator we take /~(q)=/~o tan h(~q) where po = 1, and 1/~ =0.1 Au is much smaller than the width of the potential.
If only the two lowest states were to contribute at 10 K, G..
, where /112 is the transition moment and Ao) = (El -Eo)/h is the tunnel splitting. In Fig. 1 we compare the simulation using NMM (21) with (n=6,9,11) with the two-state approximation. This is equivalent to a discretized path integral in the primitive algorithm with P = 64,512 and 2048, respectively. We note that a calculated using discretized path integrals with P = 64, 512, and 2048, respectively 9 The time is given in reduced units of (Am) t, and Guu(t ) is given in atomic units. Values of W must also be evaluated so that the denominator in (2.5) can be calculated. Because If involves a phase factor that depends on the differences between functions of the sampled configurations, it is expected that cancellation will result and that the average will be much more stable than would be the case for a direct attack on CAB(t). This is borne out in the NMM study given in Fig. 1 . Nevertheless, as t ~ 0% the harmonic force constant [cf. (2.6b)] decreases, the polymer becomes delocalized, and the cancellation is less, with comcommitant large phase fluctuations. When there is rapid damping by a bath or only short-time information is required, the phase fluctuations do not cause problems. For nondissipative systems which must be followed for short times, more accurate high temperature approximations for the Greens operator in (2.4) must be employed. Recently we have found that by using a harmonic oscillator reference system with the exact density matrix it will be possible to use this method for nondissipative systems. Recently Behrman and Wolynes has successfully used this method to study real-time correlation functions in a two-level tunneling system coupled to a harmonic bath with an Ohmic density of states. ~48)
This direct method can also be used to determine electronic absorption and emission spectra at finite temperatures. (17) This offers a simple and more accurate alternative to wavepacket dynamics. (22) In the electric dipole Franck-Condon approximation the cross section corresponding to a transition from electronic state 1i) to If), given an equilibrium thermal distribution of the vibrational states in l i), is cr~(~) = (2rc/3hc) ~oE~(~o) (2. (2.10) and where the transition dipole moment #~r(R) depends on the internal nuclear coordinates R, Hi, and H s are, respectively, the Hamiltonians of the electronic potential surfaces 1i) and l f), P(~ tr exp( -flHi) is the density operator for the rot vib states on the electronic surface 1i), fl= (kT) -~ where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature, and tr( ..... ) denotes the trace over the rot-vib states.
Following the approach presented previously we introduce the function (2.12) and, consequently, that the Fourier transforms C,y(co) and G,f(co) of Cr and G~r(t), respectively, are related by C~(co) = exp(flhco/2) G~(co) (2.13) As discussed before, C~(t) is difficult to determine whereas G~(t) can be determined directly by path-integral techniques. To proceed we express Gr in the position representation
Gif(t ) = tr #~(R).exp(--Hfr) #~u(R)
exp
C~(t) = G~f(t-89

G (t) = dR' f dR .,f(R')..,f(R)
x (RI exp(-Hfr)IR')(R'I exp(-Hir*)]R) (2.14)
In previous papers we showed how the Greens operators, (R] exp(-Hr)IR'), can be determined using an iterative scheme (NMM) starting with the short-time (semiclassical) approximation. (21, 17) Once these propagators are determined it is a simple matter to evaluate the spectrum for any function, p~(R), so that the Condon approximation, #,s(R) = pC(Re) need not be made (here Re are the equilibrium positions of the nuclei). This method has been used to calculate the electronic absorption and emission spectra in a model system with considerable success. (See Ref. 17 for details.) We believe that it will be particularly useful for the simulation of photochemical reactions.
Another method for calculating quantum mechanical time-correlation functions appears promising. (15) In this method the time-correlation function is calculated by Monte Carlo techniques at several values along the pure imaginary axis of the complex time plane. Using the periodicity of the Euclidean time-correlation function, the real-time behavior is inferred by analytic continuation. This is very similar to the analytic continuation used to determine properties of real-time Greens functions in N-body quantum systems from knowledge of the corresponding imaginary-time Greens functions.
The one-sided time correlation functions are defined by
F>(t) = (A(t)A(O))=(1/Q)tre-~14A(t)A(O) t>0 (2.15) F<(t)=(A(O)A(t))=(1/Q)tre-~nA(O)A(t) t<0
where Q = tr e an. The cyclic invariance of the trace gives rise to
F> (t) = F< (t + i~h) (2.16)
or, equivalently, to detailed balance
where f~ (~o) are Fourier transforms of F~ (t), respectively. Let 2 denote a point on the pure imaginary axis of the complex time such that 0~<2~</~h. Then for t= -i2, (2.15) can be expressed as
where p(y)=e ~n is the canonical density operator at reciprocal temperature 7-1. In the position representation this can be expressed as [ mL (x,I e a../L iX,+l}=Lz~h2B, j exp-2---~-7 (x, -x,+1)2
+ ~-s [ V(x,) + V(xt +1)]
(2.21) Substitution of (2.21) into (2.20a) and (2.20b) gives a path integral expression for F>(-i2), which can be evaluated by direct Monte Carlo simulation for different values of 2.
To obtain the real-time correlation function F> (t) or, equivalently, its Fourier transform, we note that because F>(0)= F> (-iflh), F>(t) can be expanded in a Fourier series where F> (-i2) is determined by PIMC as described above. Now it can be shown that
F>(t)=+~e
is analytic off the real axis and has a branch cut, such that X"(co) is given by the discontinuity across the real axis
Here X"(co) is the imaginary part of the susceptibility. Since we can determinef(z = z,) on the imaginary axis it is possible to analytically continue it into the complex plane. It should be noted that transport coefficients can be directly related to
f(z = 0).
So far this method has been applied successfuly to very simple systems. ~tS) It has yet to be shown that it is useful for complex systems.
BEHAVIOR OF AN ELECTRON IN HELIUM GAS
The transport properties of an electron in dense gas have been the subject of much experimental and theoretical investigation. In helium, as the gas density increases beyond a certain point, the electron mobility is observed to drop faster than the classical rate. While there is not a pure localization phase transition, a change in the dominant character of the system seems clear.
Feynman,/23/Ferrell,/24) and Kuper ~25) have suggested that at high He density the electron is trapped inside a bubble. Hiroike et al. ~26) have calculated the radius and energy of this bubble using a soft electron-He pseudopotential. The radius of the bubble is determined by a compromise between the kinetic energy which delocalizes the electron, the repulsive electron-He potential which localizes the electron, and the free energy required to form the He-bubble interface.
We report the results of a path-integral Monte Carlo simulation of an electron in dense He gas as a function of He density using a realistic, "soft" electron-He interactionJ 5) Comparison is made with hard-sphere models simulated elsewhere. ~27 29) We perform our study at 77.6K to make contact with the electric-mobility data of Bartels <3~ and Schwartz. ~31' 32) Our results seem to be consistent with bubble formation.
The Euclidean action for the system is The simulation proceeds as follows. The first term on the right-hand side of (3.1) can be expressed as fl~e = ~k 2kQk2/2, where Qk are the normal modes of the chain. We first sample the full set of (kr normal modes, the step size of mode k being proportional to 2k-~/2. The Cartesian coordinates are then calculated and the move accepted or rejected using the Monte Carlo algorithm (3) for the full system. The zero-mode translation is made separately. Each He atom is moved separately for the x, y, and z coordinates. Spherical bookkeeping is used.
For our study, the polymer chain has P = 100 beads and the system contains N=512 helium atoms. For many runs, an FPS164 Attached Processor (AP) was used; one pass at a helium density of n = 1 x 1022 cm-3 takes 4.8 s. At each density n from 8000 to 15000 passes were made. Additionally, we made three long runs at n=0.9, 1.05, and 1.25 • 1022 cm -3 of 75000 passes on the Cray 1; we obtained a factor 8.7 improvement in time over the AP.
The radial distribution function of He atoms around the electron barycenter
ge--He(r)~-I(~(r--rHe"~-'t=l
is determined; this latter quantity is choosen because it can reflect whether or not an electron bubble exists. The nonbarycentric, true distribution function, less suited to signaling bubble formation (where there is no translational invariance) was found not to be as sensitive to changes in density. Also determined are the imaginary-time correlation functions of the form (3.3) at He density n. These are the root-mean-square displacements between two polymer points separated by a time (t-t'). R.(flh/2) represents the "diameter" of the polymer chain; this quantity is discussed by Chandler et a1.{27, 28) In the simulations reported here, the box edge length was usually taken to be at least twice the diameter of the polymer. The action, ~, was monitored to determine when the system equilibrated. Uncertainties for the quantities measured were determined by blocking the data in successively larger bins until the errors appeared uncorrelated. Our decrease in Rn(~h/2) with n is slower than that for a rigid, dis- ordered configuration of hard spheres considered by Sprik, Klein, and Chandler. (29l This is very likely a result of their much greater implied temperature which would result in considerable density-scale compression. For a reasonable value of the electron-He distance of closest approach, the implied temperature is several hundred degrees/ Further, the general shapes of the curves are different, there again being the absence of a shoulder. Figure 4 shows the electron-He radial distribution functions ge-He(r)
R,(t--t') ~ _ ([x,--xcl2) 1/2
taken from the polymer barycenter at four densities. 4 As the density increases, He atoms are excluded from the volume occupied by the polymer, resulting in the bubble. At n = 2.0 x 10 22 cm 3, we may again read off a bubble radius of R~ (5 + 1)~ consistent with our earlier determination. Note that there may be "asynchronization" of static and dynamic properties of the system. The data of Barrels (3~ show a much stronger decrease in mobility by n = 0.5 x 10 22 cm 3 than any of the static quantities problem is 548~ 4 We do not attempt to smooth these data since only one electron is being considered. measured here would indicate; there seems to be a "lag" between static and dynamic measurements. This implication holds also for Ref. 28 . As the statics are already difficult, the dynamics will not be easily addressed.
DISCUSSION
Path integral methods are indeed useful for simulating equilibrium systems. Several problems arise in connection with these methods. In addition to the problems discussed explicitly in this paper, there is the question of convergence. At a given temperature T, P must be taken large enough such that the results do not change significantly for larger P. If P is very large the force constants in (1.4) become so large that only very small particle moves are accepted. One is then dealing with a very stiff polymer chain that relaxes very slowly. Several strategies have been adopted to handle this problem.
(1) By transforming the kinetic energy part of the action to normal modes, all modes can be sampled efficiently and, moreover, the zero frequency mode (corresponding to the translation of the whole polymer) can be sampled such that covergence is much more rapid. (5~ (2) Fourier path integral techniques can be exploited. ~39~ If one truncates the number of normal modes, this method is equivalent to the normal mode approach. Recently an algorithm has been discussed that treats the low frequency modes exactly but treats the high frequency modes in a kind of mean field theory. This method looks promising. (4~ (3) P can be reduced by using a higher order short-time approximation (41) or by using renormalization group techniques to generate an effective potential at the polymer beads. (44) In some cases P can be reduced by umbrella sampling techniques. (43~ (4) Staging algorithms have proven useful. (4) In a staging algorithm one moves a primary polymer chain with relatively small P as though it represents a free quantum particle and accepts or rejects the move by introducing secondary chains between each Euclidean time-adjacent pair of beads.
All of these methods have proven useful in different systems. For example, staging (44) appears to be particularly useful in the study of dilute systems with strong short-range repulsive potentials. Nevertheless, it should not be assumed that because it is particularly effective in treating one kind of system it is naturally superior to other methods when applied to another system. It is clear that much remains to be learned about the simulation of equilibrium systems. In this paper I tried to touch on some of the features of simulating quantum systems. This review is not meant to be comprehensive.
